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String Theory MotivationsString Theory Motivations

 BraneBrane Inflation: Inflation:
          brane-antibranebrane-antibrane system can lead to inflation system can lead to inflation

(KKLLMT)(KKLLMT)

 End of inflation by End of inflation by tachyonictachyonic instability instability

 Production of D1 Production of D1 branesbranes (D-strings) (D-strings)



D-stringsD-strings
  D3/D7 system leads to  D3/D7 system leads to Hybrid inflationHybrid inflation

 Production of D-strings at the end of inflationProduction of D-strings at the end of inflation

 ModeledModeled by N=1  by N=1 supergravitysupergravity

                FayetFayet-Iliopoulos term D-term-Iliopoulos term D-term

 String windingString winding

                f(rf(r) interpolates between 0 and) interpolates between 0 and

 IntercommutationIntercommutation probability p<1 probability p<1
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Counting Zero modesCounting Zero modes
 In global In global supersymmetrysupersymmetry : :

 NormalisableNormalisable modes: modes:

 In In supergravitysupergravity : :

 NormalisableNormalisable modes: modes:
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VortonVorton Bound Bound

 ChiralChiral zero modes                       current on string loops zero modes                       current on string loops

 Classically stable and long livedClassically stable and long lived

 VortonVorton density tightly constrained by  density tightly constrained by BBNBBN and  and closure boundclosure bound

  Bound on the D-string tension  Bound on the D-string tension n>1n>1

  n=1 D-string evade this bound n=1 D-string evade this bound
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ExtensionsExtensions
 Index theoremIndex theorem::
    how to count the number of zero modes as a function of    how to count the number of zero modes as a function of

the field chargesthe field charges
 Non-BPS strings                 no zero modesNon-BPS strings                 no zero modes
 Coupling to Coupling to supersymmetrysupersymmetry breaking breaking


